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You organize a carpool to
soccer practice. It saves your mom or
dad time, so they have an extra hour on the
weekends to play soccer with you. That extra
practice sets you apart and helps you go pro.

YOU can shrink

Here are 10 things that you and your
parents can do to help the planet.

1 - Walk to a park, library or school
2 - Start a walking school bus
3 - Bike to your favorite places
4 - Organize a bicycle rodeo
5 - Plan a bus trip on METRO
6 - Ride light rail or a streetcar
7 - Take AMTRAK for longer trips
8 - Create a carpool
9 - Combine car trips
10 - Use the internet instead of a car
For more information, go to:
www.seattle.gov/waytogo/kids.htm
What does the future hold for you?
Follow these steps to learn
your future :

You walk to school each day and
because you are not in a car you see
the world in detail. You become so good
at observing even the littlest things like
raindrops on leaves that you become an
artist. You sell your first work of art by age 18.
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your carbon
footprint
The biggest impact you can make
on global warming is by driving less.

You organize a bicycle rodeo
for your neighborhood. You shine at
organizing and inspiring people. You grow
up to be President of the United States.
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You plan a car-less adventure
with your family by using METRO’s
online trip planner. You discover you’re
so good at arranging fun trips that you go on to
create an international tourism company.
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Adventure
Traveler

• Pick a number - spell out that word
• Pick a mode of transportation spell out that word
• Pick another mode of
transportation - lift the flap
• Reveal your fortune
(see back for assembly instructions)

Follow these steps to assemble
your own fortune teller:

Cut off the excess at the dotted line,
forming a square. Fold into a triangle.

Fold the two opposite ends of
the triangle together, forming a
smaller triangle.

Open the paper up (unfolding all the
folds with white side up).

Fold a corner into the central
point. Repeat with the opposite
corner. Repeat with the other 2
corners. You'll end up with a square.

Flip the paper over.
Fold a corner over to the center.
Repeat with the opposite corner.

Fold over the 2 remaining corners.
You'll end up with a smaller square.

Fold the square in half. Unfold and
fold in half the other way.
Unfold and pull the four
ends together, making
a diamond-like shape.
Pick up each of the four
square flaps, and put
your fingers inside. You
will be able to move
the four parts around.

